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in this country share. 6 The American spirit would be articulated at a high level of generality -it would not be agreement on controversial policies. Thus, some might have said that the American spirit for Revolutionary War days was in the preamble to the Declaration of Independence ("We hold these truths to be self-evident…") about governance by consent of the governed, equality, and preservation of individual rights. 7 The American spirit is not a position on public support for charter schools or government-supported health care; that is policy.
The American spirit examined here changes. One illustration is that many individuals excluded by the nation's founders now have the protections that the founders extolled for a smaller segment. 8 People already reference additional strands of the spirit. Most Americans say that they value something they call the "American dream" of potential upward mobility, for example. 9 The American spirit need not be simply a statement of what has already been achieved, any more than it must be single-stranded and frozen in time. In fact, those who have bought into the "American dream" may say in the same breath that Americans need to make that aspiration a reality. Another American spirit strand might be respect for the rule of law, again with ambitions to strengthen both the law and that commitment.
This Article offers some points to consider for those hopeful enough about the potential of an American spirit to ameliorate polarization that they are willing to participate in conversations toward that end. It does not make a lawyerly case that conversations or an American spirit will succeed in reducing polarization.
The Article first explains the potential dynamics -how developing such an American spirit might operate to ameliorate polarization (Part II). Then in Part III it suggests some considerations for shaping an American spirit that responds to the current bitter polarization and might resonate deeply and broadly. It next applies the lessons of Part III and discusses ways to begin the conversations to formulate an American spirit and then tell others about it (Part IV).
Even talking about an American spirit in an effort to ameliorate polarization might spawn controversy -we might be "divided about how to be unified."
10 "I would rather…." might begin the comment of someone who suggests instead defeating political opponents, changing voting rules, and more. Part V explains that the conversations envisioned by this Article can occur simultaneously with advocacy for particular political views as well as with other potential strategies to reduce polarization, and it includes other caveats.
II. HOW AN AMERICAN SPIRIT MIGHT OPERATE TO AMELIORATE POLARIZATION
If consciousness of a broadly-embraced and carefully chosen American spirit contributes to the reduction of polarization, it might do so because it helps:
A. Spark the desire for active collaboration; B. Keep Americans' concerns in perspective (though not squelching the desire to advocate for particular positions); C. Enhance the ability of people in one political group to listen to those in another; and D. Reduce the fears arising from a sense of isolation, fears that might otherwise cause people to put at risk even the democratic rights they value most in order to gain control.
In selecting illustrations of these dynamics, scale matters. Because scale matters, 11 the research and experience that bear most persuasively on these dynamics come from national or at least community-level conflict, but one can also learn from the dynamics of small-scale disputes. This Section draws illustrations from both contexts, with an emphasis on large-scale conflicts.
Another consideration in assessing the pertinence of illustrations is whether or not they occurred while the nation faced an outside threat. "We seem always to come together during wartimes and natural disasters," one might say. In fact, a frequent classroom example of this outside threat dynamic might be Prussian statesman Otto von Bismarck's use of war and threats of war in the 1860s and 1870s to unify Germany. 12 Given the special dynamics during times of external threat, examples drawn from these times may not be as helpful for the current project for two reasons. First, external threat examples may produce unwarranted optimism about achieving similar gains now. The U.S., at the time of writing, is involved in war in several other nations, but Americans who are unconnected to the military may not now feel the same level of threat as they did in other war situations. Second, patriotic sentiments stirred at times of external threat may not persist in peaceful periods, a dynamic that Alexis de Tocqueville observed. 13 The illustrations used in this Article come from post-violence (South Africa), near war's end (President Abraham Lincoln's second inaugural address), times of fear regarding internal violence (Tuzla, Bosnia), and in anticipation of rebellion and then English retaliation (U.S. Declaration of Independence), with only the latter occurring in the midst of concern about an external threat. Still, the reader should The South African experience during the mid1990s illustrates how a national spirit can encourage people to work together across differences -in fact, even across more bitter differences than those in the U.S. today. South Africa was then emerging from brutal governmentimposed white supremacy and violent insurgency by the oppressed racial majorities.
14 To move toward universal suffrage, the nation needed people to work together on a new constitution. President Nelson Mandela spoke often about a unique, common, and deeply-engrained trait of South Africans -Ubuntu. President Mandela, joined by other leaders such as Truth and Reconciliation Commission Chairman Bishop Desmond Tutu, called upon history and current examples to justify Ubuntu, which they explained as appreciating the humanity of each individual -not demonizing other groups of people -and conducting their affairs so that others benefitted in addition to themselves. 15 This proposed South African spirit seemed to resonate and it pointed toward forgiveness and collaboration about the future -traits that the internal violence had placed at grave risk. 16 
ultimately adopted a new constitution and enshrined the human dignity and healing aspects of Ubuntu in the opening paragraph of their new constitution. 17 People have said that this national spirit helped South Africans work through problems despite polarization, though one cannot be certain about cause and effect. 18 Leadership scholars have observed an analogous dynamic that sparks the desire for active collaboration -but within organizations. They describe a motivational or "transformational" leadership approach that uses "shared identities" to " [ International development scholars Mary B. Anderson and Marshall Wallace observe that a community spirit (which they call a "common identity") can help people keep their individual or small group concerns in perspective. They observed this in their study of thirteen communities that remained at peace in the midst of civil war or other widespread violence in thirteen different nations. 23 Each of the communities that resisted internal violence had explicitly discussed and chosen a peace-oriented common identity and gauged how violence would put that at risk. 24 Though they were divided in the same ways as the nation as a whole (the Muslim community was comprised of Hutus and Tutsis in Rwanda; the city of Tuzla was comprised of Bosnians, Serbs, and Croats in Bosnia, for example), these communities chose something other than these divisions as their common identity, and they did not devolve into internal violence. 25 A Fiji community chose commitment to the rule of law for its common identity as armed rebellion based on political differences occurred elsewhere in that nation. 26 In a Burkina Faso community, it was "diversity," "forgiveness," and "dialogue" as inter-ethnic violence wracked the rest of the nation. 27 Though facing potential divisions more bitter than those in the United States currently, the residents of these communities valued their common identities and used them as a rationale to work together to identify the risks and costs of violence and to come to consensus on the best of their This experience in using a common identity to encourage prioritization may fit what mediators understand intuitively. When people with differences value their common interests, they may subordinate less important interests in order to preserve what they value more, and they may devote themselves to advancing those common interests. 30 Imagine two Americans meeting abroad and discovering that they are the only Americans living in that city; surely they would be likely to subordinate worries about their differences to enjoy what they shared. Mediators appeal to this human tendency when they encourage parties to identify common interests and then rank them along with their separate interests. 31 As with the Aesop's Fable's headbutting goats poised on a shaky branch over a deep ravine, angry people may lose sight of more important common interests unless they have a treasured common interest at the forefront of their minds. An American spirit might play that role.
C. Enhancing the Ability of People in One Political Group to Listen to Those in Another: An American Spirit Might Encourage Understanding
Across Political Lines.
Listening to and considering differing viewpoints may lower the temperature of disagreement. Yale Law Dean Heather Gerken points out that hearing others' arguments helps one to look with some humility at the weaknesses of one's own arguments. "We should fight, and fight hard, for what we believe," Gerken acknowledges about the current political divides. "But even as we do battle, it's crucial to recognize the best in the other side and the worst in your own."
32 Social psychologist Jonathan Haidt puts it another way: "[I]f you do truly see it the other person's way -deeply and intuitively -you might even find your own mind opening in response. Empathy is an antidote to righteousness, [a sense of certainty in the superiority of your position], although it's very difficult to empathize across a moral divide."
33
Resolving disagreements across bitter divisions is tough work though. Professor William Ury says, "You need to suspend your reaction when you feel like striking back, to listen when you feel like talking back, to ask questions when you feel like telling your opponent the answers, to bridge your differences when you feel like pushing for your way, and to educate when you feel like escalating." 34 An American spirit, if deeply valued, might provide the incentive to take on this tough work of listening and consideration across divides. A person who feels a common bond with individuals in another group may listen more often to members of that group, less often demonize those in another group as not having an opinion worthy of consideration, and act civilly toward them more often, according to scholars from a number of disciplines. 35 People may still press their own views with vehemence, but hatred less often gets in the way of listening. In a similar vein, a political scientist observed that "activities in which members from both groups work together toward a common goal" tended to enhance constructive relationships among members of differing groups in the midst of inter-ethnic violence.
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This concept from national divisions will resonate with mediators and others familiar with smaller scale conflicts. Public policy mediation scholars Susan Carpenter and W.J.D. Kennedy note that disputing people who discover that they hold a similar value, might say, in effect, "Look, we have something in common after all!" 37 What these scholars observe also fits the opinion of National Affairs editor Yuval Levin, who explained a potential current role for an American spirit:
A patriotism of common national memory could be the answer to the riddle of a politics divided over how to be unified. It is not a way to make our differences go away, but rather to allow us better to live with them and so with each other. People who feel secure in sharing an important common value, such as an American spirit, may feel less alienated and fearful. They may be less apt to gravitate toward a leader who stokes their fears and prejudices or to be animated by a leader's divisive rhetoric to demonize those in other political groups.
39 So engrained is this concept that the Star Wars movie author has wise Yoda observe, 35 if-humble-people-make-the-best-leaders-why-do-we-fall-for-charismatic-narcissists (in a business context, "High levels of anxiety make us hungry for charisma….'Charismatic leaders can be prone to extreme narcissism that leads them to promote highly self-serving and grandiose aims. ' [T]hrough their sheer magnetism, narcissistic leaders transform their environments into a competitive game in which their followers also become more self-centered…. An American spirit's role in making people feel hope and a sense of belonging to something they care about has special pertinence now, as Americans seem complacent about what the nation offers them 41 and more pessimistic about the future than in past decades. 42 For example, polling research indicates that 70% are dissatisfied with "the way things are going in the U.S."
43 Polls also register an increase in those who are not "satisfied with the freedom in their lives." 44 Those who buy into an American spirit may feel a part of something that they can feel optimistic about and thus act more rationally in their choices.
E. Putting Together the Potential Positive Dynamics
These positive dynamics -spurring collaboration, offering perspective, encouraging listening, and giving a sense of belonging and optimism -have the potential to ameliorate polarization. But to achieve that potential now, with such bitter divides, requires more than just tepid support by a few for an American spirit. The next Section suggests considerations to take into account during articulation of an American spirit that might broaden and deepen support, as well as focus it on what might bridge divides and reduce alienation.
III. WHAT ASPECTS OF AN AMERICAN SPIRIT MATTER?
What guidance does experience offer for those seeking to identify an American spirit that would achieve the dynamics just discussed in the midst of the current deep and broad chasms? This Section points out advantages to selecting an American spirit that is:
of a Dominant Leader is Greater than a Prestige Leader, 114 PROC. NAT'L ACAD. SCI. U.S. 6734 (May 16, 2017), http://www.pnas.org/content/114/26/6734 ("We find robust support for our hypothesis that under a situational threat of economic uncertainty (as exemplified by the poverty rate, the housing vacancy rate, and the unemployment rate) people escalate their support for dominant leaders. Further, we find that this phenomenon is mediated by participants' psychological sense of a lack of personal control. Together, these results provide large-scale, globally representative evidence for the structural and psychological antecedents that increase the preference for dominant leaders over their prestigious counterparts.").
STAR WARS I -THE PHANTOM MENACE (Lucasfilm 1999).
41. MCCULLOUGH, supra note 1, at xv, 29, 38, (noting that Americans take for granted now much that is "novel and daring" about the United States, and yet they want and need to "belong to something larger than" themselves, something he calls the "American Spirit."). 
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A. Directed toward reducing polarization;
B. Especially American -it grows from our history, experiences, geography, traditions, or constitution;
C. Natural and authentic;
D. Deeply valued across divisions and by the vast majority of Americans; and E. Bent toward a sense of optimism and belonging to the nation as a whole.
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The first four points are adapted from a study by Mary B. Anderson and Marshall Wallace, 46 and social scientists and historians have observed the fifth, as discussed below. 47 These considerations point the way to an American spirit powerful enough to reduce polarization.
It seems vitally important now to articulate an American spirit that is as potent as possible. That spirit will need to be embraced across divides whose bitterness exceeds any time in at least the last few decades, according to survey results. 48 For example, most Democrats and Republicans now view members of the other party negatively, for the first time that the majority expressed that view during the survey's 25-year history, 49 and more than before think that members of the other party are extremists. 50 People identifying as political moderates are at an all-time low in a survey started in 1992. 51 Americans have reached a 25-year high, at least, in making their differences personal: about a quarter of consistent liberals and conservatives would not want a family member to marry someone in the other political party, and roughly half even wish to have neighbors who share their viewpoints. .org/2014/06/12/political-polarization-in-the-american-public/ (based on survey of 10,000 adults in the U.S., "[t]hree-out-of-ten (30%) consistent conservatives say they would be unhappy if an immediate family member married a Democrat and about a quarter (23%) of across-the-As this polling seems to indicate, Americans' political identities may be turning into personal identities.
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A. Directed Toward Reducing Polarization
To say that Americans are generally an honest group of people who care about their families -just one possible statement of what Americans share -does not propel people to bridge the nation's current divides. To find examples of articulations that instead directly address polarization, one can look both historically and abroad.
For example, President Abraham Lincoln took on the nation's most pressing divisions when he set out an American spirit in the last sentence of his second inaugural speech, which he delivered near the end of the Civil War:
With malice toward none; with charity for all; with firmness in the right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in; to bind up the nation's wounds; to care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan, to do all which may achieve and cherish a just, and a lasting peace, among ourselves, and with all nations. 54 With this famous sentence, President Lincoln aimed toward the unification of the North and South, amid calls for revenge and continued resistance. He implied an American spirit of common suffering and faith-inspired caring for one other, though without abandoning the "right," perhaps an acknowledgement of the continuing battles to end slavery and rebellion. Thus, in the face of what might have been the greatest division in the history of the nation, President Lincoln crafted an American spirit that urged positive action regarding the challenges of the moment.
Another illustration, though of a city spirit, comes from Tuzla, a Bosnian city that hoped in the early 1990s to avoid the inter-group board liberals say the same about the prospect of a Republican in-law. Nearly two-thirds (63%) of consistent conservatives and about half (49%) of consistent liberals say most of their close friends share their political views. Among those with mixed ideological values, just 25% say the same. People on the right and left also are more likely to say it is important to them to live in a place where most people share their political views, though again, that desire is more widespread on the right (50%) than on the left (35%).").
53. Thanks to Grande Lum for this insight. In a development not addressed directly by the proposals in this Article, hate crimes are up, representing more signs of growth in bitter division or alienation. 
violence that rocked much of Bosnia. Tuzla was comprised of the same groups that were fighting with each other in the rest of the country -Croats, Serbs, and Muslims. 55 Despite this, spokespersons for Tuzla said that "being from Tuzla means that 'you accept everybody.'" 56 As with President Lincoln's address, the Tuzla spirit addressed the most pressing need of the time -to identify a counterpoint to ethnic and religious hatred and violence. It unified residents of Tuzla, and it also sent a message to fighters who later arrived to attack one segment of that community, essentially: "Don't bother trying because we will not divide."
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In each illustration, people articulated the spirit to help their fellow residents make progress together despite the divisions they faced.
58 They worded these national or community spirits to bridge the most explosive divisions.
B. Especially American -Grows from U.S. History, Experiences, Geography, Traditions, or Constitution
It seems that an American spirit will gain power if it is special to this nation. If based in history or special traditions, for example, the current generation may feel that it has fallen to them to preserve that common value for future generations.
President Lincoln grounded his "with malice toward none; with charity for all" sentence in the common experiences of people who survived --both in the North and South --death, injuries, and devastated families, as well as in the faith values of forgiveness and caring that were widely embraced in all parts of the nation. He called on a tragic shared experience that, unfortunately, felt very American, and on religious tenets that most of the nation had prized prior to the Civil War and that could contribute to a peaceful future for a nation exhausted by war. ("'The images we hold in our minds should not be those of senseless slaughter but of the ordinary men and women who put concerns about their own safety to one side and rushed to help; of the men and women of the emergency services who worked tirelessly to bring comfort, to help and to save lives; of the messages of solidarity and hope of all those who opened their homes to the victims. For they are the images that embody the spirit of Manchester and the spirit of Britain, a spirit that, through years of conflict and terrorism, has never been broken and will never be broken.'").
In a similar vein, the Tuzla common identity connected to that city's history. Some people in Tuzla said that this "spirit of solidarity" had existed for centuries and was a known hallmark of their city. 59 Local persons cited a time, 500 years before, when a team consisting of "a Muslim, a Croat, and a Serb" conducted negotiations with Turkish rulers.
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They
Interestingly, these ethnic-religious groups also got along well historically in neighboring Sarajevo, which did not adopt broadly a common identity and degenerated into violence in the 1990s. Anderson and Wallace suggest that the explicit discussion and the stories that made the common identity fit Tuzla may explain the difference. 61 What mattered in both illustrations was not that the spirits expressed were unique, but rather that they conveyed a message of something quite special for the people involved, something that they would not want to be the first generation to destroy, something that they wanted to pass on to their children. In each of the examples, the people felt jointly entrusted to maintain a spirit that they treasured in the context of history or religion.
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C. Natural and Authentic for Both Internal and External Audiences
Anderson and Wallace noted in their studies of thirteen communities which had retained peace in the midst of violence that "[t]hey chose identities that were known and familiar…." 63 For example, the people in Tuzla -one of these thirteen communities -did not have to "redefine themselves" to assume these identities; the identities felt natural. 64 This was in part because the community spirit also reflects the consideration just discussed: "[t]he identities they chose were familiar and made 59 
Tuzla, Bosnia
Credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/tamasvarga67/5529140125/in/photolistckzdS-2uVKHE-e6bo4b-9qAmuk-4CtsRV-4Cttpg-ckzdV-4CxK8j-5DfUag-iVGK-SYd3Qx-iVFU-TBSDwW-7E5A3Q-iVFX-9fGhTq-a6jrn8-2uRs3T-agiH2F-8H56er-ckzdU-4CxJt1-agiK8g-2uRcBr-cm9Rj-9qAkbt-4CxJ7Q-4CtscH-ckAX2-4Ctsf8-e65Kdr-4bUX6z-9qAhJa-e6bnTW-agiHfa-9qDsJS-9R1z3Z-ckzdX-7Djwoo-4CttQD-e6bod7-e65JFe-agmuToagmrU7-MLgL5-9fDfiZ-9fG435-9fG6yf-9fDcEz-9fDeur In the case of Tuzla, the residents could achieve peace more easily if the fighters camped outside the city also accepted their identity as authentic. Anderson and Wallace concluded, "Because their non-war identities were known and normal, they had an authenticity and familiarity that was [also] recognized, if not welcomed by the armed groups who would have wanted their allegiance." 66 Celebrations of the spirit may contribute to a sense of it being natural and authentic. Those in Tuzla, for example, celebrated each other's religious holidays, declaring some religious holidays to be civil holidays as well. They emphasized inter-ethnic solidarity in songs, sporting events, police hiring, festivals, mourning war dead, and re-building each other's places of worship.
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Social psychologist Jonathan Haidt has warned against taking the opposite approach to ameliorating polarization -trying to persuade people to accept an identity that differs from the way that a particular political group defines itself. "Once people join a political team," he writes, "they get ensnared in its moral matrix. They see confirmation of their grand narrative everywhere, and it's difficult -perhaps impossible -to convince them that they are wrong if you argue with them outside their [accepted moral] matrix." 68 An American spirit may be natural and authentic though it appeals to the best of people's values or goals. President Lincoln, for example, asked for the caring and forgiveness reflected in their religious faiths when people's emotions led them toward revenge. Because he had urged the "high road," President Lincoln predicted a few days afterward that his speech would not be "'immediately popular. Men are not flattered by being shown that there has been a difference of purpose between the Almighty and them.'" 69 That closing sentence was, though, admired soon afterward. 70 As President Lincoln realized, an American spirit can also feel natural and authentic even if focused on the future. In fact, public policy mediator Susan Carpenter points out that "groups who have had an antagonistic history can often agree on where they want to be in 20 years and from there can go on to do creative problem solving in the present." 71 In other words, one cannot expect that people will change fundamentally to embrace an American spirit though they can be inspired by it to follow the best of their impulses and to pursue goals for the future. 
D. Deeply Valued and Resonates Across Divisions and Among the Vast Majority of Americans
To achieve the potential to ameliorate polarization in the ways discussed in Part II, an American spirit should resonate deeply and broadly. Broadly does not mean universally; but enough to get beyond gridlock, certainly across Republicans and Democrats and other major divisions. This consideration for identifying an American spirit augments those already discussed -that American spirit be pragmatically directed to getting beyond gridlock despite the current divisions, rooted in what is especially American, and natural and authentic.
President Lincoln reached for that depth of commitment when he called on Americans' faith and asked them to finish what his hearers knew many had already made deep sacrifices to gain and what would be necessary to secure peace at long last. President Lincoln did not merely announce an American spirit but also drew on what the audience held dear.
Social psychologist Jonathan Haidt proposes a creative approach to the formidable task of identifying and describing an American spirit that resonates deeply and broadly today. He suggests examining what he calls "virtues" that provide the foundations for the policies advocated by various political movements -a process that resembles what negotiators and mediators term searching for the "underlying interests" rather than the "positions" espoused by disputing parties. 72 In Professor Haidt's view, Democrats most frequently espouse three virtues (caring, 73 77 sanctity 78 and liberty), depending somewhat on whether they are libertarian, conservative, etc. Both parties, though, support all six virtues to some degree. Based on Haidt's analysis, one can see the advantage of structuring an American spirit based on at least one virtue most valued by each party. This approach will be intuitive to dispute resolvers, who identify and then suggest trying to incorporate each party's high priority interests to reach an agreement that resonates. 79 Applying the Haidt analysis to Lincoln's inaugural address excerpt (as though it occurred in the current political climate), President Lincoln spoke both to caring and sanctity, values that today would seem to help its appeal currently to both political parties and would include at least one highly-valued value for each party.
A second Haidt test of whether people will embrace a particular American spirit is whether it avoids positions that might raise hackles. 80 These triggers of negative feelings are typically policy differences on which party members are entrenched and disagree. He cites two examples of current trigger issues: immigration and abortion. 81 In other words, the American spirit would be designed to highlight the importance of what Americans share, to secure their deep support across key divides. It would remind Americans that they agree at base ("Look, we have something in common after all!") 82 even as they struggle with their disagreements on the policy level.
E. Provides a Sense of Optimism and Belonging
The President Lincoln and Tuzla examples also illustrate how an American spirit might reduce fear and alienation, if well-constructed, and thus contribute to greater rationality and less susceptibility to divisive rhetoric, as discussed in Part IID. President Lincoln's statement anticipates the time when the suffering caused by the Civil War can be relegated to the past and exhorts Americans to hope for a period of peace in which they set aside bitterness and actively care for each other. The Tuzlan identity points to a path of peace and mutual regard in the midst of a nation embroiled in inter-group violence. In both instances, the articulated ambitions for peace and mutual support might have offered a sense of hope and belonging.
The group articulating the current American spirit might first consider what causes substantial groups of people to feel fear and alienation. Do some feel that their livelihoods will disappear even as the nation as a whole thrives economically, for example? If so, an American spirit seems unlikely to reassure individuals on that point. Still, it may reduce their sense of alienation, depending on how deeply the fearful group values what most Americans hold to be special, thus facilitating negotiations about potential policy directions related to that concern. President Lincoln's statement, after all, did not eliminate the losses suffered, particularly by relatives of those killed during the Civil War, nor their hatred, nor step back from standing firm for what was right, but it represented a tug away from the level of bitterness and division that might have imperiled unification. It illustrates why there might be merit to considering how a candidate for an American spirit impacts the causes of fear and alienation.
F. Combining the Considerations to Give Power to an American Spirit
President Lincoln's famous sentence may have contributed to lowering the rancor during the post-Civil War period even though it simultaneously urged steadfastness in achieving what was right during the remaining months of fighting. One historian suggests that President Lincoln's second inaugural speech "addressed the spirit" for the period that was to follow the war. 83 85 The London Spectator praised the speech as "by far the noblest which any American President has yet uttered to an American Congress."
86 Though there was some dissent, the reach and unifying influence of President Lincoln through this final sentence and other speeches may have been substantial. 87 The citizens of Tuzla did not fight each other while other Bosnian cities suffered the ethnic violence and destruction well known in Sarajevo. 88 William Ury also noted from his visit to Bosnia that Tuzla retained more ethnic tolerance than "many of its neighbors." 89 He quotes Tuzla's mayor as saying, "In Tuzla, we have always given priority to respect for human dignity over belonging to a nation or an ethnic community."
90 Social scientists comparing Tuzla with Sarajevo credited Tuzla's recent articulation of a long-standing common identity as one significant force in preserving the peace. Both cities had experienced a history of inter-ethnic cooperation, but only Tuzla had articulated that history and shared it.
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These two examples illustrate the benefits of drafters taking the five considerations into account when they identify an American spirit, especially one designed to ameliorate polarization at a time of bitter division. Of course, even after taking into account these considerations in articulating an American spirit, the drafters will want to test out their articulation. Still, the considerations provide a starting place.
IV. REVIVING THE CONVERSATIONS ABOUT A CURRENT AMERICAN SPIRIT
Groups of persons, perhaps convened by dispute resolvers, might initiate conversations to articulate an American spirit. The conveners could invite persons who care about reducing polarization and who represent various mainstream political views. Once this initial group has a few draft formulations, it might circulate drafts for comment by national organizations that represent various viewpoints, such as "national associations that represent large and small business, national entities that represent local, state, and national governments, non-profit organizations, interdenominational faith groups, [and] student organizations." 92 This initial group could continue to organize and incorporate responses in various waves, perhaps ultimately convening representatives of these organizations, 93 seeking public input (even through polling), and then communicating the resulting articulation of strands of the American spirit. 85 . Id. at 701. 86. Id. 87. KENEALLY, supra note 85, at 166 ("the resonating paragraph that gave the speech its claim to remembrance, and addressed the spirit in which Reconstruction was to be undertaken"); DAVID LOWENTHAL, THE MIND AND ART OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN, PHILOSOPHER, STATESMAN: TEXTS AND INTERPRETATIONS OF TWENTY GREAT SPEECHES 2 (2012); Levin, supra note 4 ("Lincoln had discovered for us the truest touchstone of republican patriotism: the unifying power of our common national memory.").
88 In essence, the suggested conversations revive the process used by the First Continental Congress in drafting the famous Preamble to the Declaration of Independence, though a private version of it and a version modernized in terms of scale and public policy facilitation techniques.
94 Part A suggests a few ways for such a group to find ideas for a current American spirit. Part B provides examples of potential communications strategies.
A. How to Find Ideas for the Current American Spirit or Various Strands of It
Those working to identify an American spirit aimed at ameliorating polarization could begin in a variety ways, three of which are discussed in this Section. First, a number of people call for the identification of an American spirit for this purpose, 95 so mining the commentary may produce options that can either work or serve as a start. Second, the initial group of drafters could begin with polling data -where is there broad agreement? Third, drafters might review some of the proposals to ameliorate polarization directly to determine if any would meet the other considerations for a successful American spirit.
An Unusual and Ongoing Experiment in Self-Governance by Creative and Persistent People: An Example of Beginning by Drawing from Commentary
A recent Chicago Tribune column offers an option for an American spirit. Commentator William Choslovsky tells of an insight about the American spirit brought to mind by a merchant when Choslovsky was purchasing souvenirs in the Middle East:
The old, haggard man said, "Why do you Americans complain about your government? It is actually your government. You own it. You can change it. We can't do that here."
Our democracy is hardly perfect, but it was never intended to be. What makes it unique -and enduring -is that it was set up with the ability to adapt, to change. No coups or revolutions required.
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This candidate for an American spirit references government with the consent of the governed and a premise that Americans are constantly innovating. Obviously, it resonated as authentic and important with Choslovsky, and he suggests by 95. See, e.g., Levin, supra note 4; Gibbs, supra note 4, at 26-27 (noting "the power and the price of being a country defined not by a faith or a race or an ethnic heritage but by an idea"); Choslovsky, supra note 4.
96. Choslovsky, supra note 4.
this illustration that those outside the U.S. may also view it as an authentic American identity.
Could the "ongoing experiment in self-governance" be tied to history to make it especially American? Watch historian David McCullough do just that:
Keep in mind that when we were founded by those Americans of the eighteenth century, none had had any prior experience in revolutions or nation making. They were, as we would say, winging it. They were idealistic and they were young. We see their faces in the old paintings done later in their lives or looking at us from the paper money in our wallets, and we see the awkward teeth and powdered hair, and we think of them as elder statesmen. But George Washington, when he took command of the Continental Army at Cambridge in 1775, was forty-three, and he was the oldest of them. Jefferson was thirty-three when he wrote the Declaration of Independence. John Adams was forty…. They were young people, feeling their way, improvising, trying to do what would work."
[W]e need to understand that they, the founders, knew that what they had created was no more perfect than they were. And that this has been to our advantage. It has been good that it wasn't all just handed to us in perfect condition, all ready to run smoothly in perpetuity-that it needed to be constantly attended to and improved and made to work better. 97 French political theorist Alexis de Tocqueville also observed Americans' constant agitation for change.
98 "To meddle in the government of society and to speak about it is the greatest business…that an American knows," de Tocqueville wrote in 1835.
99
McCullough adds a point about how experimentation continues to be authentically American, even a source of pride:
We Americans have a gift for improvisation. We improvise in jazz; we improvise in many of our architectural breakthroughs. Improvisation is one of our traits, as a people, because it was essential, it was necessary, because again and again and again we were attempting what hadn't been done before.
100
Does the spirit of experimentation in self-governance resonate deeply and broadly across divisions? One would need to try it out, but there are encouraging signs. It appeals to the loyalty and support for institutions (the constitution as envisioned by the founders) -two of the "virtues" social psychologist Jonathan Haidt ties to Republicans. Though perhaps not directly appealing to the fairness, justice, or liberty "virtues" that Haidt ties most strongly to Democrats, it reflects Democrats' support of progressive approaches. Would it trigger negative views by either party? The wording would have to take into account, for example, this finding in polling: "By a 76% to 20% margin, liberal Democrats attributed the nation's success to its ability to change. By a similar margin (72% to 24%), conservative Republicans linked the success of the United States to its adherence to well-established principles."
102 Perhaps one could avoid that negative trigger by mentioning prominently the Founders' commitment to experimentation.
Would a spirit of experimentation in self-governance help with today's polarization? One would think it might make us more forgiving of each other and more tentative ourselves. And it seems to call for our involvement and ask us to join something bigger than ourselves. One challenge would be to find ways to make this resonate deeply, such that it motivates people to contribute and that preserving it would be a high priority.
A spirit of experimentation in self-governance may not prevail as the best candidate, and yet it provides an example of a plausible candidate for an American spirit directed at ameliorating polarization, as we apply the considerations discussed in Part III. Further, it represents an example of a strategy -beginning with commentary -that can be used to spark ideas for other formulations of an American spirit. 
Commitment to the Rule of Law: An Example of Drawing from Polling Data on Fair Elections, Checks and Balances, Basic Freedoms, Patriotism
Rather than examining proposals that others have made, one might create American spirit options by mining polling data. This approach to identifying options has the advantage of satisfying one consideration -one could gauge whether it resonates broadly across divisions and sometimes how deeply it resonates. That could be followed by a discussion of other Part III considerations as well -does it feel natural and authentic, especially American, and pointed toward ameliorating polarization and building optimism and a sense of belonging? 
Spirit of experimentation
To begin with an example, polling data indicate that over 90% of American view "open and fair elections" as "very important."
104 More than 80% say the same for "a system of checks and balances" in government.
105
Most value constitutional protections and a fair judiciary.
106 More than 85% of Americans view themselves as patriotic.
107
What American spirit fits these polling results and also takes into account other Part III considerations (aimed at problems, authentic, pointed toward optimism and a sense of belonging)? Unfortunately, the parties have split between access and fraud protections when operationalizing their nearly universal support of fair elections. Might these survey results lead to a statement that Americans support those government officials who are fairly elected and the laws enacted through appropriate branches of government and not declared to be invalid by courts? This does not have an authentic ring in this era of low trust in the government. 108 Perhaps one could word an American spirit in a more general way: that Americans respect the rule of law.
What seems to be missing from the "rule of law" candidate for an American spirit is a strong connection to actions that would ameliorate polarization. Perhaps a "rule of law" spirit would help to preserve peace during demonstrations, a valuable contribution but perhaps not be sufficient to move a divided nation beyond gridlock. But other formulations that begin with a review of survey data may produce better results. Starting with survey data remains a plausible approach to generating options for an American spirit. The point here is that resort to polling data may stimulate well-supported proposals for an American spirit. 
Spirit of commitment to rule of law
o Targets polarization ü Especially American ü Natural and authentic ü Valued across divisions ü Tends toward optimism and belonging
Fostering Positive Social Networks Across Political Divides -"no group is an island": An Example of Drawing on Potential Solutions to Polarization
Yet another way to identify plausible options for an American spirit is to stir the desires to institute practices likely to reduce polarization, particularly proposed practices that already have achieved some attention and support. This approach has the advantage of satisfying the first consideration listed in Part III -its aim is to reduce polarization. One would still need to ask whether it feels natural and authentic and especially American, resonates broadly and deeply, and tends toward a sense of belonging and optimism.
One suggestion for ameliorating polarization that has generated some interest emerged from discussions of the popular book, Bowling Alone, by Professor Robert Putnam and also later works that book inspired. 109 Putnam and colleagues suggested that "bridging" (linking across groups) "social capital" (positive social networks) has a reconciling power in a democracy, especially in a diverse one. 110 Such networks tend to increase trust across divides, he said. Unfortunately, Putnam and colleagues reported social capital and trust among Americans to be on the downswing in the U.S. over the last 50 years, due in part to two-career households, longer commutes to work, and television and online communication. 111 If inspired, most persons could contribute to this "no group is an island" 112 initiative. They could organize conversations throughout the community as in "The Big Table" initiatives. 113 They could create innovative and fun ways to work together in ways that naturally cross political lines, such as the "Ice Bucket Challenge" that involved a dump of iced water on the head and opportunity to nominate another for the same ordeal -all to serve
Spirit of fostering positive social networks ("no group is an island")
ü Targets polarization ü Especially American o Natural and authentic ü Valued across divisions ü Tends toward optimism and belonging a good cause, raising funds for awareness and treatment of ALS (Lou Gehrig's disease).
An American spirit such as this one could be linked, for authenticity, to history -Alexis de Tocqueville's observations in 1835-1840 about Americans' remarkable civic involvement, for example. 114 This option for an American spirit fits Jonathan Haidt's central Democrat "virtue" of caring and possibly the central Republican one of loyalty. Professor Haidt says, "Whether you're left, right, or center, who could fail to see the value of being able to trust and rely upon others?" 115 The depth of support across political divisions for an American spirit based on a joint desire to enhance positive social interactions across groups remains to be seen though. The depth of support represents a key consideration given that the social capital aspirations would succeed only with dogged and long-term attention to detail throughout the nation. Also, this formulation of an American spirit would require Americans to change personal habits, if the causes of the reduction in social capital involve whether or not they have two-career marriages, how they commute, and the time they spend with electronics. It would not feel natural, in other words. If the initiative does not produce changes that most people perceive, it might not contribute to their optimism or sense of belonging. Yet this option for an American spirit is worth consideration, as are other proposals for ameliorating polarization, if they can be tweaked to take into account the considerations discussed in Part III.
More on Generating Options for an American Spirit
Beginning with proposals from the commentary, starting with polling results, and thinking about proposals to reduce polarization are just three potential ways to start the conversation about an American spirit. Alternatively, one could begin the conversation by asking historians to propose options based on American spirits announced in the past to deal with division or by asking political scientists working in the international arena whether any national spirits announced in other nations bear importing. Of course, Americans will feel that strands of an American spirit are authentic only if they are identified rather than invented. Keeping this in mind, leaders or groups such as those discussed in the introduction to Part IV could analyze a broader group of options first through the lens of the considerations discussed in Part III -tied to history, authentic, natural, etc. -and then test them for resonance among people with differing political views.
In other words, if dispute resolvers become involved in facilitating conversations about an American spirit, they could ask their groups to generate options. They could begin by investigating ideas that emerge from commentary, polling, research on polarization, history, and international experience. Then they could test the American spirit candidates according to the five considerations in Part III, and next try them out to get reactions from stakeholder groups and ultimately the public.
B. Communication Strategies
An American spirit contributes only if it is on the forefront of the minds of Americans, as discussed above.
116 Influential leaders could speak about the American spirit, and may even be essential to spreading it, but other avenues might help.
One potential strategy -stakeholder involvement from the beginning -comes from the examples of the thirteen peaceful communities and the First Continental Congress. This strategy will sound familiar to dispute system designers as well: if the people are the source of identifying and applying the American spirit, they are more likely to support it and it will be on their minds. 117 Today the broad-based exchanges of drafts, discussed at the beginning of Part IV, might well create a national buzz and sense of participation.
Resonance may grow if that national buzz sometimes takes the form of stories that reflect strains of the American spirit. Typical communication advice is for a message to be "succinct, unexpected, credible, emotional, and [one] that tells a story." 118 A story can engage people's minds in considering a proposed American spirit. The social media equivalent of the story seems to be the broadly shared video clip, 119 opening even more opportunities to help people understand and embrace a given national identity. The shared video clip might be supplemented by movies, awards, and more to help Americans celebrate the spirit, as did residents of Tuzla, discussed in Part III(c).
In sum, communication is an essential and complicated part of the strategy for using an American spirit (once identified) to ameliorate polarization, but experience in other places and times provides initial guidance.
V. WHAT THIS ARTICLE IS NOT SAYING
This Section is for those who are saying to themselves, "This is not the best or a proven strategy to ameliorate polarization and could never work with all American residents." Essentially, it answers, "This article is for those who are willing to try an American spirit project. Pursuing it might not succeed but it would not preclude pursuing other options for ameliorating polarization nor for engaging in other advocacy."
First, this Article does not argue that articulating a current American spirit is certain to ameliorate polarization. The evidence is just too messy for a solid case to be made about the potential offered by an American spirit, despite hopeful voices, including my own. Historical examples of articulated versions of an American spirit can be distinguished from the present because they occurred at a time with different types of armed conflict ongoing, different types of news outlets, different divisions, different leaders, and definitely with fewer online trolls, to name just a few potential differences. Potential themes for an American spirit imported from other nations might meet different cultural or political receptivity in the U.S. For example, Americans surely would not relate from personal experience to South African President Nelson Mandela's story to illustrate the South African spirit of Ubuntu or the interconnectedness of all people: "A traveler through a country would stop at a village and he didn't have to ask for food or for water. Once he stops, the people give him food and attend him." 120 Scholars also point out the inadequacy of using social science research on smaller scale disputes to predict precisely what would occur on a national scale. 121 Second, though an American spirit might contribute to ameliorating polarization, it might not contribute as much toward that end as other approaches. But trying to articulate an American spirit does not preclude simultaneous pursuit of other potential strategies to ameliorate polarization: Congressional redistricting and election reform, advocacy for particular political candidates, and more. 122 Third, discussing what people share as a nation does not preclude continuing strong advocacy on points of disagreement. The United States has always had groups with opposing opinions. 123 The goal of the urged conversations is to reach a point at which people can negotiate across divides with more frequency to solve problems --to ameliorate polarization.
Fourth, to overcome gridlock, the American spirit would need to resonate with most people in both primary political parties and across other major groups. But all Americans would not need to embrace it. People who say that some groups will never come on board may be right, but the American spirit articulated might nonetheless provide a constructive approach among enough people across divisions to overcome gridlock.
In other words, the conversations about a current American spirit, or strands of it, would be just one potential approach to ameliorating polarization, and these conversations could proceed across the primary political parties without the support of every American and in tandem with what others are doing either to ameliorate polarization or to advocate particular policies.
